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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW:     LYDIA KO  ( -15) 
September 8, 2017 
 

 

Q.  The last time that we saw Lydia Ko it was in Canada, you missed the cut there.  

You talked about how you had a lot of frustration with your game and that your game 

in general hasn't been up to your standards.  Now, lo and behold you're 15 under after 

two rounds.  What has been the big difference, what clicked? 

 

LYDIA KO:  You know, I think it was actually more frustrating because I felt like there were a 

lot of positives and a lot of good things going on but I just couldn't put it all together.  This 

week, the last couple days I've been able to hit it pretty good and make some good putts 

and that's what I've kind of been lacking the last few months.  It's just nice to be able to play 

some good golf no matter what position I finish in and I think that's a good confidence build 

up for next week. 

 

Q.  Speaking of next week, a major is on the horizon.  How satisfying is it to have your 

game come back before as you prepare for that next week? 

 

LYDIA KO:  I know there's still a lot of golf to be played this week, one more round, but no, 

it's a good sign.  I love playing the Evian Championship.  I had my first major win there, 

there's a lot of great things about that place.  It's nice to be able to hopefully have a good 

finish here and go next week with some confidence. 

 

Q.  You talked also about how things in your young career have come so, easily and 

really in the last year you've probably felt some of the struggles that a lot of players 

feel, missing some cuts, maybe not having as many wins or you haven't won for a 

year.  How has that period been for you and how have you managed through it? 

 

LYDIA KO:  I think I've been pretty good overall.  I think the last few months was I think 

where I got most frustrated, again because I felt like I was working hard and putting the time 

in and I felt like, hey, I was hitting it good enough, putting it okay, but when I was out there 

playing it just wasn't there.  So when it's kind of like that, that's when it's kind of more 

frustrating rather than you knowing, oh, this isn't good going at all.  You just have to stay 

patient.  My family and my team's been super supportive and (inaudible) to improve for the 

next week and I think that's a great mindset to take because in golf, every round can make a 

difference. 

 

Q.  Your greens-in-regulation stat has been exceptional the last two days, you only 

missed three greens.  Is there something that you felt in practice with your swing that 

really has clicked and allowed you to dial in on this golf course? 

 

LYDIA KO:  I think I've gotten lucky on a few shots and hit solid shots when I really needed 

to.  Around this golf course there are some shorter holes so kind of need to take advantage 

of those and the par 5s, too.  I mean my bogey today was on No. 8 but it played the longest 
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hole out of the last 36 holes, so you just have to kind of hit a good shot and just move on.  If 

you do have a missed shot, just try to make up-and-down from there.  I've tried to not get too 

caught up in the shot that I hit or that's come in rather than getting all focused on it and just 

have fun.  I was in a great group and I think that makes a huge difference.  

 

Q.  So great round today with Lydia Ko.  Tell us how you feel coming off this golf 

course.  At one point you reeled off, what, five birdies in a row? 

 

LYDIA KO:  I think when you get into a good momentum, that's when you kind of not focus 

on how many under par you're shooting and just kind of go with the flow.  I think that was 

really happening in my back nine today.  It was a little disappointing to finish off with a bogey 

on my 17th hole, but I felt like I played the toughest hole out there.  So you sometimes have 

those mistakes but you just need to move on from that.  To me it's just nice to be able to 

play some solid golf and put myself in a good position. 

 

Q.  Still, a 64 is nothing to sneeze about and you mentioned that you only missed 

three greens in regulation in these last two days.  What's gotten into you this week 

here in Indianapolis, is it maybe the adrenaline from the speedway? 

 

LYDIA KO:  Maybe.  I think there's just a lot of great vibes here.  I know I've still got a whole 

full 18 holes tomorrow to go, but I think really the key was that I've just enjoyed kind of being 

in this position and being able to hit some good shots and give myself good looks at birdie.  

When you start doing that, it just builds your confidence and you're not dwelling on hey, am I 

going to hit a bad shot or a good shot.  I think that's kind of the mindset that I've kind of 

gotten into the last few months.  It's nice to be able to get out of that and hit some shots by 

trusting it. 

 

Q.  Lydia, a great player like yourself undergoing a swing change, why would you 

want to undergo a swing change when you're a great player? 

 

LYDIA KO:  I think no matter what ranked player you are, there's also something you can 

improve on.  In my season last year I felt like I could improve my ball striking.  Unless I hit 

100 fairways and 100 percent greens all the time, there's always room for improvement.  So 

I just tried to simplify things and that's really important going down the road and being on 

tour, just to keep it simple.  That way you're not overthinking it. 

 

Q.  Have you reached a point now where you don't think about it while you're playing? 

 

LYDIA KO:  I've tried to keep putting my time off the golf course in on the range to make me 

think less while I am playing.  Sometimes those thoughts do come, but I think it's something 

you kind of have to have an on and off switch.  If you don't hit a good shot, kind of think hey, 

what's going on and switch off and just let it swing freely.  I think that's really important and 

it's just nice to kind of be able to get into that rhythm. 

 

Q.  With this wind -- I know all winds mean a lot -- if you were to get one here, would it 
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mean more about your standards?  Haven't won as frequently as you were, say, a 

year or two ago? 

 

LYDIA KO:  I mean, there's a lot of golf to be played so I'm not going to try to get ahead of 

myself.  The afternoon field is still yet to go.  If the wind stays calm like this, there could be a 

lot of birdie opportunities.  With how the course played the last couple days somebody could 

shoot a really low number, but at the same time if it's windy tomorrow it can really play 

tough, too.  I just have to stick to my own game, but obviously if I was the one holding the 

trophy at the end of tomorrow, it would mean a lot.  Every tournament is special in its own 

way. 

 

Q.  This course obviously seems to suit your eye.  What do you like about it? 

 

LYDIA KO:  It's in great conditions.  The greens are really pure, so no matter if you're in the 

afternoon or not, it doesn't make a huge difference.  There are some shorter holes where 

you're hitting some pitch shots in and then some longer ones where you're coming in with 

hybrids or woods.  It's a great mixture of holes and that's why when you see on the 

leaderboard, it's not one type of player that's up there, it's not only a longer hitter or a hitter 

that's hitting it straight, it's just a mix and that kind of shows by how the course is set up. 

 

Q.  And your putting, you feel really good about it right now? 

 

LYDIA KO:  Yeah, I putted great the last couple days so hopefully I'll work on it a little bit 

more and kind of continue that until tomorrow.  But I always say every day's a new day so 

you just have to focus and have fun out there. 
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